
How does mytaptrack® work?

mytaptrack® revolutionizes the way educators capture student behavior in busy learning environments. Simple clicks from a
mytaptrack® device sends data immediately to a centralized dashboard, allowing educators to monitor students in real-time
without interruption to teaching. Actionable reporting provides insights for informed support decisions and strategies,
enabling educators to best support students. mytaptrack® ensures secure data storage by never storing any student
information on mobile apps, phones, tablets, or clickers - ensuring privacy of all students.

* The mytaptrack® mobile app and patented Tracker 2.0 clicker do not require the internet to collect
behavioral data. To view student dashboards and browser tracking, access to the internet is required.

mytaptrack® devices

mytaptrack® redefines the way educators collect and track behavior data. Our customizable devices are personalized to fit
any learning environment, eliminating manual methods and providing a discreet way to monitor student behavior. Real-time
data is immediately available to communicate needs, accelerate support, and inform decisions. Plus, mytaptrack® is secure
and compliant with HIPAA & FERPA standards for medical grade privacy of sensitive student information.

Where is the data measured and reported?

With mytaptrack®, your data is available in real-time for immediate
analysis. Student dashboards measure and report the data quickly, so you
can accelerate support when needed. Get comprehensive, accurate
reports to inform support meetings and educational improvement plans.
Use mytaptrack® to real-time monitor in any classroom. With all of these
options, mytaptrack® is becoming a trusted tool for educators.

Automatic, Discreet, Proactive Communication

With mytaptrack®, you can be confident that critical behaviors are being tracked and resolved. Our patented Alerts &
Notifications accelerate intervention and redirection to  help avoid more serious situations. Motivational alerts let you
celebrate your students’ positive behavior. Actionable, cost-e�ective - mytaptrack®.

Drill Down Into The Details

mytaptrack® allows you to track behavioral changes quickly and e�ectively. Reports provide insights into exactly when and
where behaviors are happening, as well as who is doing the tracking. This gives educators and specialists the opportunity to
ask the right questions and better support students & teachers in managing and improving behavioral impacts on learning.
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Track What You Need & Share with Key Stakeholders

mytaptrack® is designed to simplify and enhance any behavior support program or methodology. It is flexible, inclusive, and
o�ers extensive customization and personalization options. You can track what you need while also sharing the data with all
essential stakeholders. This makes it easy to benefit from customized views of the data. With mytaptrack®, your behavior
support programs will be stronger than ever!

Who uses and benefits from mytaptrack®?

mytaptrack® is a customizable system that meets the needs of educators, key stakeholders, and students alike. With
customizable views and reports, you can drive collaboration, gain important insights, and ultimately improve student
outcomes. Get the flexibility and resources you need to make an impact.

Using the data in mytaptrack®.

★ Monitor in real-time to accelerate support and reduce critical situations
★ Inform BCBAs, LSSPs,  and Behavior Specialists
★ Accurate evidence to inform behavior support decisions
★ Provide ongoing progress monitoring

★ Conduct FBAs and other Behavioral Evaluations
★ Inform support team meetings, BIPs and IEPs
★ Adjust behavior plans and refine services
★ Develop evidence-based behavior intervention strategies

How does mytaptrack® help?

Get the real-time insights needed with mytaptrack®! Take advantage of customizable views and reports to drive collaboration
and gain actionable insights to improve student behavior and learning all while eliminating manual methods of data collection,
entry, and reporting. mytaptrack® makes it easier for educators and strengthens the fidelity of implementing behavior support
programs.

The mytaptrack® di�erence!

Schools are trusting mytaptrack® for a more meaningful and accurate way to measure student behavior. Easy-to-use tools
increase fidelity and drive team-based collaboration to make better support decisions. Leveraging technology, actionable
insights help educators, parents and administrators understand student behavior in order to make informed decisions.
mytaptrack® is essential to improving behavior support programs and student outcomes! Find out how mytaptrack® is helping
schools today!

“Without mytaptrack® our department would fall apart.
Typically, handling more than 20 cases is a breaking point for
our program, but mytaptrack® has provided the capacity to
handle over 40 cases and still provide strong support when

and when it is needed.”- Lead Behavior Specialist

Scan to access more information, schedule a demo, and enter to win a subscription!
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